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OPENING PAGE

CONTENTS

Sabre dance by A. Khachaturian. CD 1 Track 02

TIME TO SING
Musical pirates. CD 1 Tracks 03 and 04

DISCOVER
Length of sounds

Familiarisation with elements of music language related
to rhythm (downbeat, duple metre) and note symbols.
Keeping of the beat and depiction of accents as keys to
learning music language.
The acoustic environment, health and coexistence. Noise
pollution.

Noise pollution

PLAY
The recorder: notes si and la

SING

Introduction to the recorder, including instrument
care, and playing with correct posture and breathing
technique.
Active listening to vocal and instrumental pieces of different
styles from different cultures and periods, recognising their
basic characteristics and expressive nature.

Rap
Play the recorder. CD 1 Tracks 05 and 06

KEY STRUCTURES
• It makes me feel lively / happy.

CREATE
A kazoo

• It's a pleasant / natural sound.
• I know the clarinet and the flute.
• It's made of card.

TALK ABOUT MUSIC

• We folded / decorated / glued ...

Playing the recorder

• I found it easy / difficult to play.

Your kazoo

• Mine is bigger than yours.

Sounds you hear at home

LANGUAGE FOCUS

MUSIC CONCEPTS
In this unit pupils will learn:

• Adjectives to describe music: lively, upbeat,
energetic, happy, positive, sad, calm

• song structure, verse and chorus

• Adjectives to describe sounds: pleasant,
unpleasant, long, short, natural, artificial

• types of sounds and noise pollution

• Regular past tense verbs: glued, decorated,
folded, rolled

• note and rest symbols: crotchet, quaver, minim
• recorder notes si / B and la / A
• rap music

• Opinions: I found it + adjective + verb
• Comparatives: bigger / smaller / louder / softer
+ than
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Understand the importance of a good
acoustic environment for improved health and
coexistence.

Understand the importance of silence when
doing auditory discrimination activities.

Play songs on the recorder using the correct
technique, and improvise rhythmic and
melodic accompaniments, demonstrating
responsibility in the performance.

Start learning recorder technique and play
pieces on the recorder with the notes la / A
and si / B.

Listen to and analyse the structure of simple
pieces of music and describe their constituent
elements.

Describe the ideas they have or sensations they
feel when they hear a piece of music.

UNIT 1

Identify and name music symbols and terms
used on scores.

CUL

Identify elements used in conventional
graphical representation of music, using
technical music terms appropriately.

AUT

Listen to, reproduce and write two-beat
rhythms, using crotchets, quavers and crotchet
rests.

SOC

Recognise duple rhythms by actively listening
to simple pieces and extracts.

LTL

Pupils are able to:

DIG

Pupils will be able to:

KEY COMPETENCES
MST

LEARNING STANDARDS

LIN

EVALUATION CRITERIA

27

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS
This unit links to Natural Science focusing on
the hearing and noise pollution.

This unit links to Social Science with a focus on
maps.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES
Music

Digital resources

Class worksheet – Unit 1: Pupils make bars in duple
metre and review music and note symbols.

• Pupil's IWB Book
• Presentations:

Art

– Unit presentation

Pupils make a collage of different shapes to create
the image of a ship.

– Create presentation
• Lyrics

English

• Music scores

Work on regular past tense verbs.

• Class worksheets

Natural Science

• Audio bank

Pupils make a poster about the process of 'hearing'
sounds.

• Flashcards

ICT

• Posters

Pupils find and study different online maps to show
the distribution of the world's oceans and seas.

• Interactive activities

• Dynamic scores

• Multimedia resources

GO TO THE TEACHER'S CD OR PUPIL'S IWB BOOK TO LISTEN TO THE TEXT.
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OPENING PAGE
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OPTIONAL MATERIALS
• Videos of best moments of
Pirates of the Caribbean
• Piece of A4 paper
• Coloured crayons or felt tips
• Video of the perfomance
of Sabre dance

2

1 Listen to Sabre dance by Aram Khachaturian. How does it
make you feel? Why?

2 The pirates have a treasure chest. What is inside? What are
they for?

3 The pirates are working together as a team. What do you like
about working in a team?

4
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GETTING STARTED
Before Activity 1, ask pupils to look at the illustration.
Ask questions: What landscape can you see? Sea
shore, beach and sea. What type of animals can
you see? Birds (seagull and parrot). Who do you
think the people are? Pirates. What are they
doing? They're carrying a chest.

STEP BY STEP
1 2

PAGE 4

1 L isten to Sabre dance by Aram
Khachaturian. How does it make you
feel? Why?

• Play the track, then ask: Is the tempo fast or slow?
Fast. Elicit adjectives about how the music makes
pupils feel: lively, upbeat, energetic, happy, positive.
Why? Because it is fast and loud.
2 The pirates have a treasure chest. What is
inside? What are they for?
• Ask pupils: What can we find in a treasure
chest? Treasure, gold, silver, diamonds, coins.
• Do some revision of music symbols. Ask pupils:
What can you see inside this treasure chest?
Note symbols: quavers, crotchet, semiquavers,
treble clef, etc. Point out that they will study
semiquavers in Unit 6.
• Tell pupils that we often keep valuable things in a
chest.
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3  The pirates are working together as a team.
What do you like about working in a team?
• Ask: Why are the pirates carrying the chest
together? Because it is heavy. Explain the task is
easier because they are working together.
• Brainstorm some answers to Activity 3 and write
them up on the board: make and keep friends,
share ideas, do work quicker, have more fun, work
more efficiently (different people bring different
skills).
• Explain to pupils that team or group work in the
classroom introduces a variety of skills that will be
valuable for them later in their careers, such as
communication, decision-making, effort and time
management.
• Remind pupils that people in real life work in teams:
we join forces for the common good.
• Ask for examples of people working in teams, e.g.
doctors, nurses and cleaners in a hospital, musicians
in an orchestra or band, etc.

EXTRA ACTIVITY
Use your imagination
Tell pupils that A. Khachaturian was an
Armenian composer in the last century. Play the
Adagio from Spartacus. Tell pupils to close their
eyes and imagine they are a boat floating up
and down on the sea.

07/05/18 18:03
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Sabre dance
• Make a brief presentation of the work, saying that
it is based on a traditional Armenian song, the
composer's country of origin. The music evokes
the dance of a group of very skilled dancers that
perform an acrobatic dance using their sabres.
• Play the track again (CD 1 Track 02). Ask pupils to
mark the beat clapping hands or tapping the desk
with a pen. Ask: Is the tempo fast or slow?
Trombone

28/2/18 10:33

• Introduce pupils to the trombone, its sound and
appearance. If possible, show them a video with
the performance of Sabre dance (for example by
the Berliner Philharmoniker) so that pupils can see

SOLUTIONS
1 Pupils' own ideas
2 Music notes and treble clef
3 Suggested answers: make and keep friends,
share ideas, do work quicker, have more fun,
work more efficiently

DIGITAL TIP
Display the digital poster Instrument families on
the interative whiteboard. Play the Memory
game. Circle a section of the digital poster you
want pupils to memorise, e.g. Wind instruments.
Give them one minute to study, then three
minutes to recreate drawing the section of the
poster without looking at it.
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the musicians and the conductor. They can also
see the trombone in its leading role. The trombone
answers the woodwind in the first section. Ask:
Which family does the trombone belong to?
Elicit other wind instruments.
• Ask them to move freely around the class and
bend down when the trombone sounds.

UNIT 1

EXTRA ACTIVITIES

Identify instruments
• Ask pupils to listen carefully to the recording again
(CD 1 Track 02). Write three columns on the
board: String, Wind, Percussion. Ask them to
complete the columns with instruments they
recognise.

WRAP IT UP
Ask pupils if they know any stories or films about
pirates. Ask: Have you seen 'Pirates of the
Caribbean'? Play some of the best moments of
Pirates of the Caribbean, which are available online,
and ask your pupils to act out being pirates on a
ship, carrying treasure chests, etc. Alternatively, play
Sabre dance again (CD 1 Track 02) with the same
actions.

FAST FINISHERS
On a piece of A4 paper, ask pupils to draw a musical
pirate ship.

TEACHER TIP
Use the first lesson to get pupils to look through
the contents of the unit pointing to images and
some of the concepts they will learn: help pupils
by planting the seeds for further learning here.
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Sing to sing
Time

MUSICAL PIRATES

OPTIONAL MATERIALS

A song is a piece of music with words that we sing. Each song is divided into verses
and a chorus.

• Piece of A4 paper

Each verse has different lyrics.
The chorus repeats between verses.

• Coloured crayons or felt tips
• Unpitched percussion
instruments

3

chorus

• Recordings of songs with
verses and chorus

1 Listen to the song Musical pirates. Move with the music.
We’re the music pirates and we sail on a boat
That moves up and down like musical notes.
We like to sing a song, join in, come on!
We like to play along on instruments.
Do, re, mi, fa!
Sol, la, si, do!
Are you ready?
Sing along!
We are here to party playing musical sounds!

verse

TIME TO SING

30

We have lots of quavers always running around.
The crotchets are walking, banging aloud.
And here come the minims that combine the sound.
And when we mix it up, the rhythm explodes!
The notes on the scale move like waves on the sea.
Going up and going down as they play. Can you see?
Creating melodies, singing with glee.
Come on all together! Move with the beat!
chorus (× 2)

3

2 Listen. Mark the beat.
• chorus: pat your legs
• verse: pat your chest (two beats); snap your fingers (two beats)

3 Listen. Do the vocal warm-up exercises.
4

4 Sing the song.
5 In your notebook, write the music notes and the music symbols mentioned in the song.

5
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2 3

GETTING STARTED
Before the activity, ask pupils: What songs do you
know? Can you sing the chorus? See if pupils
remember any songs from last year. Elicit the idea of
a chorus.

STEP BY STEP

PAGE 5

• Read aloud the introductory text (CD 2 Track 02).
• Ask: Why is a chorus easier to remember than a
verse? Because it repeats.
1 3

1  L isten to the song Musical pirates.
Move with the music.

• Tell pupils they are going to sing. Ask: How do
pirates travel? They sail on a boat or ship.
• Tell them that the boat moves up and down on the
waves like music notes in a melody.
• When you play the song the first time, encourage
pupils to move up and down as if on a boat.
1 3

2 L isten. Mark the beat. Chorus: pat your
legs. Verse: pat your chest (two beats);
snap your fingers (two beats).

• Demonstrate slowly the body percussion with the
class before they listen again.
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3 Listen. Do the vocal warm-up exercises.

• Get pupils to do the warm-up exercises with you.
• Remind them that it is important to look after and
warm up your voice because it is delicate.
1 4

4 Sing the song.

• Read the words before singing getting them to
practise saying do, re, mi, fa, sol, la, si, do very
quickly.
5  In your notebook, write the music notes and
the music symbols mentioned in the song.
• Ask pupils to call out music notes and then music
symbols before they do the exercise.
• Write up a few examples on a stave on the board,
but not all of them!
• Pupils can check each other's work in pairs.

EXTRA ACTIVITY
Jump
Play the song again (CD 1 Track 03). Divide
pupils into three categories: crotchets, quavers
and minims. When their category is mentioned,
they have to jump.

07/05/18 18:03
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Play the accompaniment
• Split the class into two groups. Ask group 1 to
sing only in the chorus and group 2 to sing in the
verse of the song Musical pirates (CD 1 Track 04).
• Give pupils some unpitched percussion
instruments to improvise and play an
accompaniment along with the song.
Verses and chorus
• Get your pupils to think of a song they know
which is divided into verses and chorus. Choose a
couple of pupils to sing the song in class and to
identify the verses and the chorus.

5

• Pick a simple song which is divided into verses and
chorus (if possible, choose a song that is familiar
to pupils). Play it a few times and ask them to
identify the chorus. Some good examples are
London bridge is falling down, a traditional English
nursery rhyme, Yellow submarine by The Beatles
or Happy by Pharrell Williams.

UNIT 1

EXTRA ACTIVITIES

Create a song
• Divide the class in groups of three or four pupils.
They must create a song with one verse and a
chorus. Then, they must sing their songs in front
of the class. Finally, get them to vote on their
favourite and to tell you why.

28/2/18 10:33

FAST FINISHERS

SOLUTIONS
1 Praise participation and enthusiasm.
2 Monitor for correct coordination
synchronisation of movements.

and

3 Praise correct vocal production.
4 Praise participation and enthusiasm.

On a piece of A4 paper, ask fast finishers to draw a
musical sea. They must include all the music notes
and symbols mentioned in the song, which can be
represented by fish, boats, surfers, etc.

TEACHER TIPS

5 Monitor for correct writing of music notes and
note symbols on the stave.

• Start introducing class questions you can use
throughout the course: Quiet, please! Hands
up! Look at me, please! Let's practise the
actions! Let's listen again!

WRAP IT UP

• Get pupils to pay attention by raising your
hand. Everybody else has to copy and be silent
when this happens.

Sing the song one last time (CD 1 Track 04), but
this time divide the class into two groups. Group 1
represents the waves and should move slowly up
and down to accompany the song. Group 2
performs the actions learnt previously and sings.
Pupils can swap positions for a final playing.
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• When you want everyone to participate in a
song, raise your arms and say with a rising
intonation: Everybody together!
• Take notes during activities to do error
correction in the feedback session. Tell pupils
they can learn from mistakes.
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Play
Discover

LENGTH OF SOUNDS

MATERIALS

REMEMBER

Note symbols tell us the length of sounds.
We measure music in beats. We write beats in bars. If there are two beats in a bar,
it is called duple metre.

• Flashcards: duple metre,
notes and rests (crotchet,
quaver, minim)

The first beat in each bar is stronger than the rest. It is called the downbeat.

time
signature

2 œ œ
Q

2 œ œ
Q

œ Œ

bar

downbeat

1 Clap this rhythm.

bar line

œœœœ ˙

œœœœ ˙

Each note symbol indicates a length.
For each note symbol, there is an
equivalent rest symbol of the same
length.

˙
˙˙
˙˙œ
˙œ œ
œœ j
quaver
œ jjœj
œ jœ
jœœ
œ œœ
two quavers
œœ œ
œœ œœ
œœ
note

crotchet

double bar line at the
end of the piece

œ Œ

2 Copy in your notebook. Write bars with two beats using note and rest symbols.

2
Q

3 Copy and complete this rhythm in your notebook.
• Draw bar lines every two beats.

˙˙
œœ
jj
œœ
œ œœ œ

minim

Ó
rest
ÓÓ
ÓÓ
ÓŒ ŒŒ
ŒŒ
Œ ‰
‰‰
‰‰
‰ ‰‰
‰‰‰
‰‰ ‰‰
‰‰
ÓÓ
ŒŒ

length
1 beat

½ a beat

1 beat

2 beats

‰‰
‰ ‰‰ ‰

• Mark the downbeats.

2 ˙
Q

œ œœ Ó

œ Œ

6
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GETTING STARTED
Write some note symbols on a stave on the board in
duple time. Ask: Can you name these note
symbols? Crotchets, quavers, minims. How many
beats are there in the bar? Two. How many
quavers are there in a beat? Two.

STEP BY STEP

PAGE 6

28/2/18 10:33

3 Copy and complete this rhythm in your
notebook. Draw bar lines every two beats.
Mark the downbeats.
• Get pupils to check their work with a partner. They
must make sure there are two beats in each bar and
that the bar lines are in the correct place.
• Encourage pupils to tap their rhythms to themselves
to reinforce the relationship between the symbols
and production.

• Read aloud the introductory text (CD 2 Track 04).
• Explain the downbeat by tapping a simple rhythm in
duple time on the desk exaggerating the first beat
of each bar. Show pupils the flashcard for duple
metre.
1 Clap this rhythm.
• Pupils clap the rhythm. Make sure they emphasise
the downbeat.
2 Copy in your notebook. Write bars with two
beats using note and rest symbols.
• Before this activity, refer pupils to the REMEMBER
box. You can copy it onto the board and ask for
volunteers to come up and write in the symbols.
Use the flashcards to review note and rest
symbols. Get pupils to repeat after you: crotchet,
quaver, minim.
• Pupils do the activity. Encourage them to show their
efforts to a partner.
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SOLUTIONS
1 Monitor for correct production.
2 Monitor for writing accuracy.
3 Pupils' own ideas

WRAP IT UP
Divide pupils into small groups and get them to perform
to each other the rhythms they completed in Activity 2.
Remind pupils that they must listen to each other and
praise each performance: Well done! That was great!  

FAST FINISHERS
Ask fast finishers to write their own rhythm in four
bars in duple time.
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NOISE POLLUTION
MATERIALS

Sounds can be pleasant or unpleasant, natural or artificial, and long or short.
Unpleasant sounds are called noise. Excessive noise is called noise pollution.

• Mobile phone or other
recording device

1 Listen and number the sounds in your notebook. Write the type of sound (pleasant
or unpleasant; natural or artificial).
a

33
DISCOVER
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c

b

d

OPTIONAL MATERIALS

e

• Piece of A4 paper
UNIT 1

• Coloured crayons or felt tips

2 Listen to these groups of four sounds. In your notebook, draw the length of the
sounds using long or short lines. Look at the example.
Sound group 1

3 Record sounds that cause noise pollution. Make a fact sheet for each sound.
FACT SHEET
Place: .....

Type of noise: .....

Source: .....

Length: .....

Time of the day: .....

7
28/2/18 10:33
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GETTING STARTED
Ask pupils to close their eyes and pay attention to
the sounds they hear. Elicit the sounds, e.g. cars,
children in another classroom, etc. Ask: Is that a
pleasant or an unpleasant sound? Is that
natural or artificial? Long or short?

STEP BY STEP

PAGE 7

• Read aloud the introductory text (CD 2 Track 05).
2 6

1 L isten and number the sounds in your
notebook. Write the type of sound
(pleasant or unpleasant; natural or
artificial).

• Ask pupils to look at the pictures and imagine the
sounds before they listen.
• Pupils number the sounds a-e and categorise them.
• Model correct pronunciation: artificial /A:tI'fIS@l/,
natural /'næÔS@r@l/ and pollution /p@'l u:Sn/.
2 7

2 L isten to these groups of four sounds.
In your notebook, draw the length of
the sounds using long or short lines.
Look at the example.

• Demonstrate what pupils have to do by humming
and drawing the example on the board.
• Reinforce the idea that these drawings can be
represented by note symbols too.
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3 Record sounds that cause noise pollution.
Make a fact sheet for each sound.
•

This can be done as an individual project for
homework. Pupils can use mobile phones or
other recording devices to record sounds.

SOLUTIONS
1 1. c, unpleasant, natural; 2. e, pleasant, natural;
3. d, pleasant, artificial; 4. b, pleasant, natural;
5. a, unpleasant, artificial
2 Sound group 1: long, short, short, long
Sound group 2: short, short, long, long
Sound group 3: short, long, short, short
Sound group 4: long, short, long, short
3 Pupils' own ideas

WRAP IT UP
Brainstorm a list of ways to reduce noise pollution in
school: walk quietly, don' t run, don' t shout, etc.

FAST FINISHERS
On a piece of A4 paper, ask fast finishers to design
a poster of natural sounds with the purpose to relax
the person looking at it.
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Play

THE RECORDER: NOTES SI AND LA

MATERIALS

The recorder is a woodwind instrument. We play it by covering
the holes with our fingertips.

• Recorders

• Put your left hand on the top. It covers the first three holes
and the hole on the back.

• Flashcards: recorder, notes
and positions (si / B, la / A)

• Put your right hand on the bottom. It covers the four lower
holes and supports the instrument.

&

To play the note si / B, we cover the first and the back hole.
To play the note la / A, we cover the first and second holes and
the back hole.

OPTIONAL MATERIALS

si / B

• Piece of A4 paper
• Coloured crayons or felt tips

1 Position your fingers to play the note si / B. Rest the recorder on
your chin. Play this rhythm by:

• saying tu.
• making the sound of the letter t.

2 œ œ
Q

˙

œœœœ ˙

la / A

˙

˙

si / B

la / A

3 Position your fingers to play the note la / A. Play the rhythm.

2 œ œ
Q
la

la

˙

la

œœœœ ˙

la la la la

la

4 What other woodwind instruments do you know?

2 Place the recorder between your lips. Play the rhythm by making
the sound of the letter t.

2 œ œ
Q
si

si

˙

si

œœœœ ˙

si si si si

si

8
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GETTING STARTED

SOLUTIONS

Hold up a recorder and ask: What is the name of
this instrument? A recorder. What type of
instrument is it? Woodwind.

STEP BY STEP

28/2/18 15:42

PAGE 8

1 Monitor for correct fingering of si / B.
2 Monitor for correct articulation.
3 Monitor for correct fingering and articulation of
la / A.

• Read aloud the introductory text (CD 2 Track 08).
Use the flashcards to present the concepts.

4 Suggested answers: flute, clarinet, oboe, bassoon

1 Position your fingers to play the note si / B.
Rest the recorder on your chin. Play this
rhythm.

DIGITAL TIP

• Demonstrate the two sounds explaining that tu
produces a longer sound than t.
2 Place the recorder between your lips. Play the
rhythm by making the sound of the letter t.
• Get pupils to tap the rhythm before playing it on
the recorder.
3 Position your fingers to play the note la / A.
Play the rhythm.
• Repeat the procedure in Activity 2. Ask for some
volunteers to play in a lively or sad way.
4 What other woodwind instruments do you
know?
• Brainstorm a list of woodwind instruments pupils
learnt in previous levels.
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Display the digital poster The recorder I on the
interactive whiteboard. Use it to teach pupils
the parts of the recorder and recorder technique.  

WRAP IT UP
Put eight pupils in a circle – each has a recorder. The
first plays a rhythm with si / B and la / A, the second
has to echo it. Then, the second produces a new
rhythm and the third has to echo it, and so on. Pupils
that don't echo correctly have to leave the circle.
Incorporate a new pupil each time one is eliminated.

FAST FINISHERS
Ask fast finishers to make their own flashcard of
their favourite woodwind instrument.
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RAP
MATERIALS

In rap music, we speak the lyrics, we don’t sing them.
Rap music started in West Africa over 100 years ago. People told stories using a
rhythm. It became popular in African-American districts in New York in the 1970s.
Today it is one of the most popular genres of music in the world.

• Recordings of rap music
• Recorders

5

1 Listen to the song Play the recorder. The chorus is played with a recorder and the verses are

OPTIONAL MATERIALS

raps.
Put your left hand on the top.
And your right hand on the bottom.
Use your fingers to cover the holes.
And make a noise that sounds so
awesome!

• Recording device
UNIT 1

Come on everybody move your
fingers!
It’s time to play the recorder.
It’s a woodwind instrument.
That you blow to make a sound.

verse 2

verse 1

instrumental chorus

instrumental chorus

instrumental chorus
6

2 Play the chorus of the song with a recorder. Sing the verses.

& 2Q ˙

˙

œ œ œ œ œ œ ..

9

28/2/18 15:42
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GETTING STARTED

EXTRA ACTIVITY

• Before the activities, ask: Do you like rap music?
You could play some Drake or Azealia Banks to give
them an idea.
• Ask: What does rap sound like? Does it have a
melody? No, it is spoken to musical
accompaniment.

STEP BY STEP

1  Listen to the song Play the recorder.
The chorus is played with a recorder
and the verses are raps.

• Let pupils listen to the song the first time and tell
them to accompany it with any movements they like.
• Ask: What is the difference between the chorus
and the verses? The chorus is repeated, the verses
have new words.
• Pupils practise rapping the verses.
1 6

 lay the chorus of the song with a
2 P
recorder. Sing the verses.

• Get pupils to practise slowly until they master the
rhythm and fingering of the sequence.
• You could divide the class into two groups: one to
play the chorus on the recorder and the other group
to rap. Swap once they have mastered their section.
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Encourage pupils to be aware of their own voices
and their attitudes to singing. Ask them: Do you
like to rap or sing a melody? Do you like to
sing alone or with other people? Practise the
questions with one or two members of the class,
then get them to ask each other in pairs.

PAGE 9

• Read aloud the introductory text (CD 2 Track 09).
1 5

Do you like to sing?

SOLUTIONS
1 Monitor for correct vocalisation of the words.
2 Monitor for correct performance of the chorus
and verses. Praise enthusiasm and participation.

WRAP IT UP
Tell pupils that they are going to perform the song
one last time, but this time you will record it, so they
must do their very best.

KEEP IN MIND
Materials to prepare for the Create lesson:
• Card
• Sticky tape
• Plastic or cellophane
• Scissors
• Glue stick
• Felt tips
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Create

A KAZOO

MATERIALS

MATERIALS

Kazoos are instruments that distort the voice. People often play them during
carnival in Cádiz. We are going to make a kazoo.

• card

• Card

• a piece of plastic or cellophane
• glue stick

• Plastic or cellophane

1

• sticky tape

2

• scissors

• Glue stick

• felt tips

• Sticky tape
• Scissors

Cut a 10 x 18 cm piece of card.

Fold the card in half. Draw a 2 x 1 cm
rectangle as shown in the picture.

• Felt tips

1 Play the kazoo by saying tu. Explore
new sounds and play with your voice.

OPTIONAL MATERIALS

3

4

3

2 Accompany the song Musical pirates
with your kazoo.

• Coloured crayons

3 Work in pairs. Play a famous song on
your kazoo. Can your partner guess
what it is?

4 Make a fact sheet for your kazoo.
Cut out the rectangle and unfold the card.
Glue the cellophane over the hole.

Decorate the card. Roll it up and join the
ends with sticky tape. Write your name on
your kazoo.

Include:
• the material it is made of.
• how you made it.
• the instrument family it belongs to.

10
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GETTING STARTED
Ask pupils to imagine a carnival scene: What can
you see? People in costumes, marching. What
can you hear? Bands, different musical instruments.

STEP BY STEP

PAGE 10

• Tell pupils that they are going to make a kazoo. Ask:
What does a kazoo sound like? Read aloud the
introductory text (CD 2 Track 10).

28/2/18 10:33

4 Make a fact sheet for your kazoo. Include: the
material it is made of; how you made it; the
instrument family it belongs to.
• Draw a template on the board with the headings:
Instrument, Material, Instrument Family.
• Teach: It's made of card / wood / metal.
• Focus on the past tense verbs (cut, folded, glued, etc.).
They are all regular past -ed verbs except for cut.
• Write up an example: We folded the card in half.

• Get pupils to mime the imperatives they will use in
the instructions: cut, fold, unfold, etc.

SOLUTIONS

• Then, talk through each of the steps with pupils
making their instruments at the same time as you.

1 Praise an orderly approach to the task.

1 Play the kazoo by saying tu. Explore new
sounds and play with your voice.
• Encourage pupils to experiment and make different
sounds.
1 3

2  Accompany the song Musical pirates
with your kazoo.

• Get pupils to accompany on the first playing with
the sound tu. On a second, tell them to improvise
with sounds they discovered in Activity 1.
3 Work in pairs. Play a famous song on your
kazoo. Can your partner guess what it is?
• Encourage pupils to experiment and play different
songs.
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2 Praise enthusiasm and participation.
3 Praise enthusiasm and participation.
4 Monitor for correct use of the past tense.

WRAP IT UP
Get pupils to personalise their fact sheets with their
signatures and an illustration. Display them on the
classroom wall.

FAST FINISHERS
Get fast finishers to help other pupils.
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TALK ABOUT MUSIC

TALK ABOUT MUSIC
1 Which bars last two beats? Write the letters in your notebook.

4 When you played the song Play the recorder, what did you find

MATERIALS

difficult? Write a few sentences in your notebook.

œ œ

e.

œ œ œ

b.

f.

œ œ Œ œ

c.

œ

Œ

g.

˙

d.

œ œ œ œ

œ

h.

Œ

c.

b.

d.

• Flashcards: duple metre,
notes and rests (crotchet,
quaver, minim), recorder,
notes and positions (si / B,
la / A)

I found it easy / difficult to ...
• cover the first ...
• play the rhythm / notes.
• blow.
• make the tu ...

œ

5 Compare your kazoo with your partner's kazoo. How are they the
same? How are they different?

2 Listen and number the rhythms in your notebook.
a.

USEFUL LANGUAGE

UNIT 1

˙

a.

37
TALK ABOUT MUSIC

MUSIC ByME PRIMARY 3

USEFUL LANGUAGE
• They are both made of ...
• Mine is bigger / smaller /
louder than ...
• Mine is coloured ...
• Yours has a ... pattern.

3 Copy in your notebook.

6 Tell your partner about three different

• Draw bar lines to make bars with two beats.
• Draw the time signature.

œ Œ

˙

Ó

˙

œ œ œ

sounds you can hear at home.

Œ œœ

You can talk about
types of sounds and
how they make you
feel.

11
28/2/18 10:33
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GETTING STARTED
Help pupils remember what they have learnt by
getting them to look at each page of the unit:
What did we learn / sing / create here? Use the
unit flashcards to review key concepts.

STEP BY STEP

PAGE 11

1 Which bars last two beats? Write the letters in
your notebook.
• Remind pupils of duple time.
2 11

2  Listen and number the rhythms in your
notebook.

• Get pupils to tap the rhythms to themselves before
they listen.
3 Copy in your notebook. Draw bar lines to make
bars with two beats. Draw the time signature.
• Make sure pupils understand the instructions.
4 When you played the song Play the recorder,
what did you find difficult? Write a few
sentences in your notebook.
• Talk through the USEFUL LANGUAGE box and ask
pupils for an example sentence about the rap part
of the song.
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5 Compare your kazoo with your partner's
kazoo. How are they the same? How are they
different?
• Remind pupils how to make comparatives.
6 Tell your partner about three different sounds
you can hear at home.
• Encourage pupils to make notes before they speak
and to look back at page 7 of the Pupil's Book.

SOLUTIONS
1 b, d, e, f, h
2 1. c; 2. b; 3. d; 4. a
3 Check correct application of instructions.
4 Check correct use of words and word order.
5 Monitor for use of comparatives.
6 Monitor for fluency.

KEEP IN MIND
Send the Unit 2 Parent Letter home.
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